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1.0	  Introduction	  
 
The Java EE 7 platform continues the ease of development push that 
characterized prior releases by bringing further simplification to enterprise 
development. It adds new and important APIs such as the REST client API in 
JAX-RS 2.0 and the long awaited Batch Processing API. Java Message Service 
2.0 has undergone an extreme makeover to align with the improvements in the 
Java language. There are plenty of improvements to several other components. 
Newer web standards like HTML 5, WebSocket, and JSON processing are 
embraced to build modern web applications.  
 
This hands-on lab will build a typical 3-tier end-to-end application using the 
following Java EE 7 technologies: 
 

• Concurrency Utilities for Java EE (JSR 236) 
• Java Persistence API 2.1 (JSR 338) 
• Java API for RESTful Web Services 2.0 (JSR 339) 
• Servlet 3.1 (JSR 340) 
• Java Message Service 2.0 (JSR 343) 
• JavaServer Faces 2.2 (JSR 344) 
• Batch Applications for the Java Platform 1.0 (JSR 352) 
• Java API for JSON Processing (JSR 353) 
• Java API for WebSocket (JSR 356) 

 
Together these APIs will allow you to be more productive by simplifying 
enterprise development. 
 

1.1	  Software	  Requirement	  
 
The following software needs to be downloaded and installed: 
 

• JDK 7 from 
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/index.html. 

• NetBeans 7.3 RC1 or higher “All” or “JavaEE” version from 
http://netbeans.org/community/releases/73/. 

• GlassFish 4 build 72 or higher from 
http://download.java.net/glassfish/4.0/promoted. 

 
Configure GlassFish 4 in NetBeans IDE following the instructions in Appendix A. 
 

2.0	  Problem	  Statement	  
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This hands-on lab builds a typical 3-tier Java EE 7 Web application that allow 
users to view the show timings for a movie in a 7-theatre Cineplex and make 
reservations. The movie viewers have can discuss the movie in a chat room. Any 
special deals from the snack store in the cineplex are sent as notifications to the 
registered viewers. Total sales from all the movies and snack store are 
calculated after each show and also at the end of the day. 
 
 
Disclaimer: This is a sample application and the code may not be following the 
best practices to prevent SQL injection, cross-side scripting attacks, escaping 
parameters, and other similar features expected of a robust enterprise 
application. This is intentional such as to stay focused on explaining the 
technology. It is highly recommended to make sure that the code copied from this 
sample application is updated to meet those requirements. 

 

3.0	  Walk-‐through	  of	  Sample	  
Application	  
 
 
Purpose: This section will download of the 
sample application and provide a walk-through.  
 
3.1 Download the sample application from 
movieplex7-jfokus2013.zip and unzip. This will 
create a “movieplex7” directory and unzips all 
the content in there. 
 
 
3.2 Project Structure: In NetBeans IDE, select 
“File”, “Open Project…”, select the unzipped 
directory, and click on “Open Project”. The 
project structure is shown. 
 
 
3.2 Maven dependency: Expand “Project Files 
and double-click on “pom.xml”. In the “pom.xml”, 
Java EE 7 API is specified as the <dependency> 

 
<dependencies> 
  <dependency>  
    <groupId>javax</groupId>  
    <artifactId>javaee-
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api</artifactId>  
    <version>7.0-b72</version>  
  </dependency>  
</dependencies> 

This will ensure that Java EE 7 APIs are retrieved from Maven. Notice, a specific 
version number is specified and this must be used with GlassFish 4.0 b72. 
 
For b72, the javax.faces dependency needs to be additionally specified. This 
particular dependency is included in the Java EE API in future builds. 
 
3.3 Default Data Source:  Expand “Other Sources”, “src/main/resources”, 
“META-INF”, and double-click on “persistence.xml”. It looks like 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<persistence version="2.0" 
xmlns="http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/persistence" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:schemaLocation="http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/persistence 
http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/persistence/persistence_2_0.xsd"> 
  <persistence-unit name="movieplex7PU" transaction-type="JTA"> 
    <!--<jta-data-source>java:comp/DefaultDataSource</jta-data-source>-
-> 
    <properties> 
      <property name="javax.persistence.ddl-create-script-source" 
value="META-INF/create.sql"/> 
      <property name="javax.persistence.sql-load-script-source" 
value="META-INF/load.sql"/> 
      <property name="eclipselink.deploy-on-startup" value="true"/> 
      <property name="eclipselink.logging.exceptions" value="false"/> 
    </properties> 
  </persistence-unit> 
</persistence> 
 
Notice <jta-data-source> is commented out, i.e. no data source element is 
specified. This element is used to identify the JDBC resource to connect to in the 
runtime environment of the underlying application server. How does this work 
then? What database does it connect to? 
 
The Java EE 7 platform defines a new default DataSource that must be 
provided by a compliant runtime. This pre-configured data source is accessible 
under the JNDI name 
 
java:comp/DefaultDataSource 
 
The JPA 2.1 specification says if neither jta-data-source nor non-jta-
data-source elements are specified, the deployer must specify a JTA data 
source or a JTA data source must be provided by the container. 
 
For GlassFish 4, the default data source is bound to the JDBC resource 
jdbc/__default. 
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3.4 Schema Generation: JPA 2.1 defines a new set of javax.persistence 
properties that can be used to generate database artifacts like tables, indexes, 
and constraints in a database schema. This helps in prototyping of your 
application where the required artifacts are generated either prior to application 
deployment or as part of EntityManagerFactory creation. This feature will 
allow your JPA domain object model to be directly generated in a database. The 
generated schema may need to be tuned for actual production environment. 
 
The “persistence.xml” in the application has two javax.persistence 
properties and their meaning and possible values are: 
 
Property Meaning Values 
javax.persistence.ddl-
create/drop-script-source 

Specifies locations 
from which DDL 
scripts are to be read 

URL string 

javax.persistence.sql-load-
script-source 

Specifies the location 
of SQL bulk load 
script 

URL string 

 
In the application, the scripts are bundled in the WAR file in “META-INF” 
directory. As the location of these scripts is specified as a URL, the scripts may 
be loaded from outside the WAR file as well. 
 
Feel free to open “create.sql” and “load.sql” and read through the SQL scripts. 
 
3.5 JPA entities, Stateless EJBs, and REST endpoints: Expand “Source 
Packages”. The package “org.glassfish.movieplex7.entities” contains the JPA 
entities corresponding to the database table definitions. Each JPA entity has 
several convenient @NamedQuery defined and uses Bean Validation constraints 
as appropriate. 
 
The package “org.glassfish.movieplex7” contains stateless EJBs corresponding 
to different JPA entities. For example, Movie JPA entity has a 
MovieFacadeREST EJB. Each EJB has methods to perform CRUD operation on 
the JPA entity and convenience query methods. 
 
Each EJB is also EL-injectable (@Named) and published as a REST endpoint 
(@Path). The AplicationConfig class defines the base path of REST 
endpoint. The path for the REST endpoint is the same as the JPA entity class 
name. For example, MovieFacadeREST EJB is published at the path 
webresources/movie. 
 
Feel free to browse through the code. 
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3.6 JSF pages: “WEB-INF/template.xhtml” defines the template of the web page 
and has a header, left navigation bar, and a main content section. “index.xhtml” 
uses this template and the EJBs to display the number of movies and theaters. 
“faces-config.xml” is the JSF configuration file which will be used later. 
“beans.xml” enables CDI injection in the WAR file. 
 
3.7 Run the sample: Right-click on the project and select “Run”. This will 
download all the maven dependencies on your laptop, build a WAR file, deploy 
on GlassFish 4, and show the URL localhost:8080/movieplex7 in the browser.  
 
First the IDE will ask you to select a 
deployment server. Choose the 
configured GlassFish server and 
click on OK. 
 
 
The output should look like: 
 

 
 
 

4.0	  Faces	  Flow	  (Show	  Booking)	  
 
Purpose: Build pages that allow a user to book a particular movie show in a 
theater. 
 
JavaServer Faces 2.2 introduces a new feature Faces Flow that provides an 
encapsulation of related views/pages with an application defined entry and exit 
points. Faces Flow borrows core concepts from ADF TaskFlow, Spring Web 
Flow, and Apache MyFaces CODI. It introduces @FlowScoped CDI annotation 
for flow-local storage and @FlowDefinition to define the flow using CDI 
producer methods. There are clearly defined entry and exit points with well-
defined parameters. This allows the flow to be packaged together as a JAR or 
ZIP file and be reused. The application thus becomes a collection of flows and 
non-flow pages. Usually the objects in a flow are designed to allow the user to 
accomplish a task that requires input over a number of different views.  
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This application will build a flow that allows the user to make a movie reservation. 
The flow will contain four pages: 
 

1. Display the list of movies 
2. Display the list of available show timings 
3. Confirm the choices 
4. Make the reservation and show the ticket 

 
 
4.1 Items in a flow are logically related to each other and so it is required to keep 
them together in a directory. 
 
In NetBeans IDE, right-click 
on the “Web Pages”, select 
“New”, “Folder…”. name the 
folder “booking”, and click 
on “Finish”. 
 
 
4.2 Right-click on the newly 
created folder, select “New”, 
“Other…”, “JavaServer 
Faces”, “Faces Template 
Client”, and click on “Next 
>”. 
 
 
4.3 Give the File Name 
as “booking”. Click on 
“Browse…” next to 
“Template:”, expand 
“Web Pages”, “WEB-
INF”, select 
“template.xhtml”, and 
click on “Select File”. 
Click on “Finish”. 
 
4.4 “booking.xhtml” is the entry point to the flow (more on this later). In 
“booking.xhtml”, remove <ui:define> sections with “top” and “left” names as 
these are inherited from the template. Replace the “content” <ui:define> 
section such that it looks like: 
 
<ui:define name="content"> 
   <h2>Pick a movie</h2> 
   <h:form prependId="false"> 
 
     <h:selectOneRadio value="#{booking.movieId}" 
layout="pageDirection" required="true"> 
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       <c:forEach items="#{movieFacadeREST.all}" var="m">         
         <f:selectItem itemValue="#{m.id}" itemLabel="#{m.name}"/> 
      </c:forEach> 
    </h:selectOneRadio> 
                     
    <h:commandButton id="shows" value="Pick a time" action="showtimes" 
/> 
  </h:form> 
</ui:define> 
 
The code builds an HTML form that displays the list of movies as radio button 
choices. The chosen movie is bound to #{booking.movieId} which will be 
defined as a flow-scoped bean. The value of action attribute on 
commandButton refers to the next view in the flow, i.e. “showtimes.xhtml” in the 
same directory in our case. 
 
Click on yellow bulb 
and click on the 
suggestion to add 
namespace prefix. 
Do the same for c: 
and f: prefix. 
 
 
4.5 Right-click on “Source Packages”, select “New”, “Java Class…”. Specify the 
class name as “Booking” and the package name as 
“org.glassfish.movieplex7.booking”. Add @Named class-level annotation to make 
the class EL-injectable. Add @FlowScoped(id="booking") to define the 
scope of bean as the flow. The bean is automatically activated and passivated as 
the flow is entered or exited. Add int movieId as a field and generate 
getters/setters by going to “Source”, “Insert Code…”. Also add the following 
convenience method: 
 
public String getMovieName() { 
    try { 
        return em.createNamedQuery("Movie.findById", 
Movie.class).setParameter("id", movieId).getSingleResult().getName(); 
    } catch (NoResultException e) { 
        return ""; 
    } 
} 
 
This method will return the movie name based upon the selected movie. Also 
inject EntityManager in this class by adding the following code: 
 
@PersistenceContext 
EntityManager em; 
 
Alternatively, movie id and name may be passed from the selected radio button 
and parsed in the backing bean. This will reduce an extra trip to the database. 
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4.6 Create “showtimes.xhtml” following the steps in 4.2 and 4.3. Remove “top” 
and “left” <ui:define> sections and replace “content” <ui:define> section 
such that it looks like: 
 
<ui:define name="content"> 
  <h2>Show Timings for <font 
color="red">#{booking.movieName}</font></h2> 
  <h:form> 
    <h:selectOneRadio value="#{booking.startTime}" 
layout="pageDirection" required="true"> 
      <c:forEach items="#{timeslotFacadeREST.all}" var="s"> 
        <f:selectItem itemValue="#{s.id},#{s.startTime}" 
itemLabel="#{s.startTime}"/> 
      </c:forEach> 
    </h:selectOneRadio> 
    <h:commandButton value="Confirm" action="confirm" /> 
    <h:commandButton id="back" value="Back" action="booking" /> 
  </h:form> 
</ui:define> 
 
This code builds an HTML form that displays the chosen movie name and all the 
show times. Typically a user will expect the show times only for this movie but all 
the show times are shown here as that allows us to demonstrate going back and 
forth within a flow. A different query may be written that displays only the shows 
available for this movie. The id and start time of the selected show are bound to 
#{booking.startTime}. One command button (value=”Back”) allows 
going back to the previous page and the other command button 
(value=”Confirm”) takes to next view in the flow, “confirm.xhtml” in our case. 
 
4.7 Add the following fields to Booking class 
 
String startTime; 
int startTimeId; 
 
And the following methods: 
 
public String getStartTime() { 
    return startTime; 
} 
 
public void setStartTime(String startTime) { 
    StringTokenizer tokens = new StringTokenizer(startTime, ","); 
    startTimeId = Integer.parseInt(tokens.nextToken()); 
    this.startTime = tokens.nextToken();; 
} 
 
public int getStartTimeId() { 
    return startTimeId; 
} 
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These methods will parse the values received from the form. Also add the 
following method: 
 
public String getTheater() { 
  // for a movie and show 
  try { 
    // Always return the first theater 
    List<ShowTiming> list =  
        em.createNamedQuery("ShowTiming.findByMovieAndTimingId",  
        ShowTiming.class) 
      .setParameter("movieId", movieId) 
      .setParameter("timingId", startTimeId) 
      .getResultList(); 
    if (list.isEmpty()) 
      return "none"; 
 
    return list 
      .get(0) 
      .getTheaterId() 
     .getId().toString(); 
  } catch (NoResultException e) { 
    return "none"; 
  } 
} 
 
This method will find the first theater available for the chosen movie and show 
timing. 
 
Additionally a list of theaters offering that movie may be shown in an separate 
page. 
 
4.8 Create “confirm.xhtml” page by following the steps defined in 4.2, 4.3, and 
4.4. Replace “content” <ui:define> section such that it looks like: 
 
<ui:define name="content"> 
  <c:choose> 
    <c:when test="#{booking.theater == 'none'}"> 
      <h2>No theater found, choose a different time</h2> 
      <h:form> 
        Movie name: #{booking.movieName}<p/> 
        Starts at: #{booking.startTime}<p/> 
        <h:commandButton id="back" value="Back" action="showtimes"/> 
      </h:form> 
    </c:when> 
    <c:otherwise> 
      <h2>Confirm ?</h2> 
      <h:form> 
        Movie name: #{booking.movieName}<p/> 
        Starts at: #{booking.startTime}<p/> 
        Theater: #{booking.theater}<p/> 
        <p><h:commandButton id="next" value="Book" action="print"/> 
        <h:commandButton id="back" value="Back" action="showtimes"/> 
      </h:form> 
    </c:otherwise> 
  </c:choose> 
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</ui:define> 
 
The code displays the selected movie, show timing, and theater if available. The 
reservation can proceed if all three are available. “print.xhtml”, identified by 
action of commandButton with “Book” value, is the last page that shows the 
confirmed reservation. 
 
actionListener can be added to commandButton to invoke the business 
logic for making the reservation. Additional pages may be added to take the 
credit card details and email address. 
 
4.9 Create “print.xhtml” page by following the steps defined in 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 
and replace “content” <ui:define> section such that it looks like: 
 
<ui:define name="content"> 
  <h2>Reservation Confirmed</h2> 
  <h:form> 
    Movie name: #{booking.movieName}<p/> 
    Starts at: #{booking.startTime}<p/> 
    Theater: #{booking.theater}<p/> 
    <p><h:commandButton id="home" value="home" action="/index" /></p> 
  </h:form> 
</ui:define> 
 
This code displays the movie name, show timings, and the selected theater. The 
commandButton is an exit point from the flow and takes back to the home page 
of the application. 
 
4.10 “booking.xhtml”, “showtimes.xhtml”, “confirm.xhtml”, and “print.xhtml” are all 
in the same directory. Now the runtime needs to be informed that the views in 
this directory are to be treated as view nodes in a flow. This can be done by 
adding “booking/booking-flow.xml” or have a class marked with 
@FlowDefinition with a specific method signature (for now!). This has been 
updated to follow the CDI producers in the latest API and implementation needs 
to be updated. 
 
Right-click on “org.glassfish.movieplex7.booking” package, select “New”, “Java 
Class…”, give the name as “BookingFlow”, and click on “Finish”. Change the 
class such that it looks like: 
 
@Named 
@FlowDefinition 
public class BookingFlow { 
    private static final long serialVersionUID = 1L; 
 
    public Flow defineFlow(FacesContext context, FlowBuilder 
flowBuilder) { 
        String flowId = "booking"; 
        flowBuilder.id(flowId); 
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        flowBuilder.viewNode(flowId, "/" + flowId + "/" + flowId + 
".xhtml").markAsStartNode(); 
 
        return flowBuilder.getFlow(); 
    } 
} 
 
This method marks the starting view of the flow as “booking.xhtml”. 
 
4.11 Enable Faces Flow by adding the following element to “Web Pages”, “WEB-
INF/faces-config.xml”: 
 
<faces-flow-definition/> 
 
4.12 Finally, invoke the flow by editing “WEB-INF/template.xhtml” and changing: 
 
<h:commandLink action="item1">Item 1</h:commandLink> 
 
to 
 
<h:commandLink action="booking">Book a movie</h:commandLink> 
 
action points to the directory where all views for the flow are stored. 
 
4.12 Run the project by right clicking on the project and selecting “Run”. The 
browser shows the updated output. 
 

 
 
Click on “Book a movie” to see the page as shown. 
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Select a movie, say “The Shining” and click on “Pick a time” to see the page. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Pick a time slot, say “04:00” to see the output as: 
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Click on “Book” to confirm and see the output as: 
 

 
 
Feel free to enter other combinations, going back and forth in the flow and 
noticing how the bean is automatically activated. 
 
This concludes this section. 
 

5.0	  Java	  API	  for	  WebSocket	  (Chat	  Room)	  
 
Purpose: Build a chat room for viewers. 
 
WebSocket provide a full-duplex and bi-directional communication protocol over 
a single TCP connection. WebSocket is a combination of IETF RFC 6455 
Protocol and W3C JavaScript API (still a Candidate Recommendation). The 
protocol defines an opening handshake and data transfer. The API enables Web 
pages to use the WebSocket protocol for two-way communication with the 
remote host. 
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JSR 356 will define a standard API for creating WebSocket applications in the 
Java EE 7 Platform. The JSR will provide support for: 
 

• Create WebSocket endpoint using annotations and interface 
• Initiating and intercepting WebSocket events 
• Creation and consumption of WebSocket text and binary messages 
• Configuration and management of WebSocket sessions like timeouts, 

retries, cookies, connection pooling, etc. 
• Integration with Java EE security model 

 
This application will build a chat room for movie viewers. 
 
5.1 Right-click on “Source Packages”, select “New”, “Java Class…”. Give the 
class name as “ChatServer”, package as “org.glassfish.movieplex7.chat”, and 
click on “Finish”. 
 
5.2 Change the class such that it looks like: 
 
 
@WebSocketEndpoint("chat") 
public class ChatServer { 
 
    Set<Session> peers = Collections.synchronizedSet(new 
HashSet<Session>()); 
 
    @WebSocketOpen 
    public void onOpen(Session peer) { 
        peers.add(peer); 
    } 
 
    @WebSocketClose 
    public void onClose(Session peer) { 
        peers.remove(peer); 
    } 
 
    @WebSocketMessage 
    public void message(String message, Session client) throws 
IOException, EncodeException { 
        for (Session peer : peers) { 
            if (!peers.equals(client)) 
                peer.getRemote().sendObject(message); 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
In this code: 

• @WebSocketEndpoint decorates the class to be a WebSocket endpoint. 
The value defines the URI where this endpoint is published. 

• @WebSocketOpen and @WebSocketClose decorate the methods that 
must be called when WebSocket session is opened or closed. The peer 
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parameter defines the client requesting connection initiation and 
termination. 

• @WebSocketMessage decorates the message that receives the incoming 
WebSocket message. The first parameter, message, is the payload of the 
message. The second parameter, client, defines the other end of the 
WebSocket connection. The method implementation transmits the 
received message to all clients connected to this endpoint. 

 
5.3 In “Web Pages”, select “New”, “Folder…”, give the folder name as “chat” and 
click on “Finish”. 
 
5.4 Create “chatroom.xhtml” in this folder following the steps outlined in 4.2, 4.3, 
and 4.4. Replace “content” <ui:define> section such that it looks like: 
 
<ui:define name="content"> 
  <form action="">  
    <table> 
      <tr> 
        <td> 
          Chat Log<br/> 
          <textarea readonly="true" rows="6" cols="50" 
id="chatlog"></textarea>  
        </td> 
        <td> 
          Users<br/> 
          <textarea readonly="true" rows="6" cols="20" 
id="users"></textarea> 
        </td> 
      </tr> 
      <tr> 
        <td colspan="2"> 
          <input id="textField" name="name" value="Duke" type="text"/> 
          <input onclick="join();" value="Join" type="button"/> 
          <input onclick="send_message();" value="Send" 
type="button"/><p/> 
          <input onclick="disconnect();" value="Disconnect" 
type="button"/> 
        </td> 
      </tr> 
    </table> 
  </form> 
  <div id="output"></div> 
  <script language="javascript" type="text/javascript" 
src="${facesContext.externalContext.requestContextPath}/chat/websocket.
js"></script> 
</ui:define> 
 
The code builds an HTML form that has two textareas – one to display the 
chat log and the other to display the list of users currently logged. A single text 
box is used to take the user name or the chat message. Clicking on “Join” button 
takes the value as user name and clicking on “Send” takes the value as chat 
message. JavaScript methods are invoked when these buttons are clicked and 
these are explained in the next section. The chat messages are sent and 
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received as WebSocket payloads. There is an explicit button to disconnect the 
WebSocket connection. “output” div is the placeholder for status messages. The 
WebSocket initialization occurs in “websocket.js” included at the bottom of the 
fragment. 
 
5.5 Right-click on “chat” in 
“Web Pages”, select “New”, 
“Web”, “JavaScript File”.  
 
Give the name as 
“websocket” and click on 
“Finish”. 
 
 
 
5.6 Edit the contents of “websocket.js” such that it looks like: 
 
 
var wsUri = 'ws://' + document.location.host  
               + document.location.pathname.substr(0, 
                 document.location.pathname.indexOf("/faces")) 
               + '/chat'; 
console.log(wsUri); 
var websocket = new WebSocket(wsUri); 
 
var username; 
websocket.onopen = function(evt) { onOpen(evt); }; 
websocket.onmessage = function(evt) { onMessage(evt); }; 
websocket.onerror = function(evt) { onError(evt); }; 
websocket.onclose = function(evt) { onClose(evt); }; 
var output = document.getElementById("output"); 
 
function join() { 
    username = textField.value; 
    websocket.send(username + " joined"); 
} 
 
function send_message() { 
    websocket.send(username + ": " + textField.value); 
} 
 
function onOpen() { 
    writeToScreen("CONNECTED"); 
} 
 
function onClose() { 
    writeToScreen("DISCONNECTED"); 
} 
 
function onMessage(evt) { 
    writeToScreen("RECEIVED: " + evt.data); 
    if (evt.data.indexOf("joined") !== -1) { 
        users.innerHTML += evt.data.substring(0, evt.data.indexOf(" 
joined")) + "\n"; 
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    } else { 
        chatlog.innerHTML += evt.data + "\n"; 
    } 
} 
 
function onError(evt) { 
    writeToScreen('<span style="color: red;">ERROR:</span> ' + 
evt.data); 
} 
 
function disconnect() { 
    websocket.close(); 
} 
 
function writeToScreen(message) { 
    var pre = document.createElement("p"); 
    pre.style.wordWrap = "break-word"; 
    pre.innerHTML = message; 
    output.appendChild(pre); 
} 

 
WebSocket is initialized using the WebSocket API. Various callback handlers 
are registered that prints the status in the “output” <div>. The send_message 
method appends the logged in user name and the value of the text field and 
sends it to all the endpoint that then broadcasts to other listening clients. The 
onMessage method updates the list of logged in users as well. 
 
5.7 Finally, edit “WEB-INF/template.xhtml” and change: 
 
<h:commandLink action="item2">Item 2</h:commandLink> 
 
to 
 
<h:commandLink action="chat/chatroom">Chat Room</h:commandLink> 
 
5.8 Run the project by right 
clicking on the project and 
selecting “Run”. The browser 
shows 
localhost:8080/movieplex7 as 
shown. 
 
Click on “Chat Room” to see the output as: 
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The “CONNECTED” status message is shown and indicates that the WebSocket 
connection with the endpoint is established. 
 
Open the URI localhost:8080/movieplex7 in another browser window. Enter 
“Duke” in the text box in the first browser and click “Join”. Notice that the user list 
and the status message in both the browsers gets updated. Enter “Duke2” in the 
text box of the second browser and click on “Join”. Once again the user list and 
the status message in both the browsers is updated. Now you can type any 
messages in any of the browser and click on “Send” to send the message. 
 
The browser output after the initial greeting looks like: 
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Chrome Developer Tools can be used to monitor WebSocket traffic. 
 
This concludes this section. 

Appendix	  
 

Appendix	  A:	  Configure	  GlassFish	  4	  in	  NetBeans	  IDE	  
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A.1 Download GlassFish 4.0 build 72 from 
http://download.java.net/glassfish/4.0/promoted/glassfish-4.0-b72.zip and unzip. 

A.2 In NetBeans, click on the Services tab. 

A.3 Right-click on Servers, choose “Add Server...” in 
the pop-up menu.  

A.4 Select “GlassFish Server 3+” in the Add Server 
Instance wizard, set the name to “GlassFish 4.0-
b72” and click “Next >”.	   

A.5 Click on “Browse …” and browse to where you 
unzipped the GlassFish build and point to the “glassfish3” directory that got 
created when you unzipped the above archive. Click on “Finish”. 

6.0	  Conclusion	  
 
 
This hands-on lab built a trivial 3-tier web application using Java EE 7 and 
demonstrated the following features of the platform: 
 

• Java EE 7 
o Maven coordinates 
o Default Data Source 

• JPA  
o Schema generation properties 
o Unsynchronized PC 

• JAX-RS 
o Client API 
o Logging Interceptor 
o Custom Entity Providers (integration with JSON API) 
o Bean Validation 1.1  
o Server-Sent Events 

• Batch 
o Chunks 

• JMS 2 
o Default ConnectionFactory 
o Synchronous message send and receive 

• Servlet 3.1? 
o Non-blocking I/O 
o Security enhancements 

• WebSocket 
o Endpoint + JavaScript client 
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o Java client ? 
• Concurrency Utilities 

o ManagedExecutorService 
o ManagedScheduledExecutorService 

• JSF 2.2 
o Faces Flow 
o HTML 5 Friendly markup 

 
Hopefully this has raised your interest enough in trying out Java EE 7 
applications using GlassFish 4. 

Send us feedback at users@glassfish.java.net. 

 

7.0	  Troubleshooting	  
 
 
7.1 How can I start/stop/restart GlassFish from within the IDE ? 
 In the 
“Services” tab, right-click on “GlassFish Server 3.1”. 
All the commands to start, stop, and restart are 
available from the pop-up menu. The server log can 
be viewed by clicking on “View Server Log” and 
web-based administration console can be seen by 
clicking on “View Admin Console”. 
 

7.2 I accidentally closed the GlassFish output log 
window. How do I bring it back ? 

In “Services” tab of NetBeans, expand “Servers”, 
choose the GlassFish node, and select “View 
Domain Server Log”. 

 

 
 

8.0	  Acknowledgements	  
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9.0	  Completed	  Solutions	  
 
 

 
 


